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stage fright, noun
(common term for performance anxiety): 
(oxford def): nervousness before or during an appearance 
before an audience. 
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performance
“... ‘performance’ refers to all the activity of an individual which occurs during 
a period marked by his continuous presence before a particular set of observers 
and which has some influence on the observers,” 

Goffman, Erving. The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life. 1956. 

impostor
someone or something that pretends to be something that they are not.

impostor syndrome
the inability to believe in one’s own abilities, chronic self doubt, anticipation 
of embarrassment in moments of performance.  

stage fright 
(common term for performance anxiety): (oxford def): nervousness before or during 
an appearance before an audience. 

Scientific reasoning: “...on a neurological level, stressors in the brain cause 
your focus to shift away from whatever it is that you are doing. This explains 
why stage fright happens and we forget what we are talking about, because we lose 
focus when our brains are exposed to these stressors.”

Sivak, Nicholas, et al. “SiOWfa15: Science in Our World: Certainty and Controversy.” 
SiOWfa15 Science in Our World Certainty and Controversy, 19 Oct. 2015, 
sites.psu.edu/siowfa15/2015/10/19/stage-fright-why-does-it-happen/. 
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staged SETTING
“First, there is the “setting,” involving furniture, decor, physical 
layout, and other background items which supply the scenery and stage 
props for the spate of human action played out before, within, or upon 
it,” (Goffman, 22).

FRONT
“...the part of the individual’s performance which regularly functions in 
a general and fixed fashion to define the situation of those who observe 
the performance,” (Goffman, 22).

the part one is playing
“When an individual plays a part he implicitly requests his observers 
to take seriously the impression that is fostered before them... the 
individual offers his performance and puts on his show ‘for the benefit of 
other people,’” (Goffman, 17).

daily routine
“...a performance of a routine presents through its front some rather 
abstract claims upon the audience, claims that are likely to be presented 
to them during the performance of other routines. This constitutes one 
way in which a performance is ‘socialized,’ molded, and modified to fit 
into the understanding and expectations of the society in which it is 
presented,” (Goffman, 34, 35).
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Stage fright is the 
anticipation of being 
embarrassed by something you 
might do or say in front of 
observers who you believe 
to be judging you. Ridout’s 
definition which is most 
relevant to my thesis is: “To 
make (a person) feel awkward 
or ashamed, esp. by one’s own 
speech or actions; to cause 
(someone) embarrassment,” 
(Ridout, 81).

Ridout, Nicholas Peter. Stage Fright, 
Animals, and Other Theatrical 
Problems. Cambridge University Press, 
2006.

Nicholas Ridout describes the 
experience of stage-fright as 
entering the ‘awful hole,’ (Ridout, 
52). When the performer steps 
into this new world, all of their 
familiarities are gone, and people 
become strangers. He talks about 
their “scrutiny,” and how in the 
black hole, they can see him but he 
can’t see them. He later encourages 
those dealing with stage fright to 
face their fears as this is the 
only way to get over it, (Ridout, 
68).

Ridout, Nicholas Peter. Stage Fright, 
Animals, and Other Theatrical Problems. 
Cambridge University Press, 2006.

and the awful 
black hole 



In Dan Graham’s, Time Delay Room, he creates a 
series of camera and monitor set ups in adjacent 
rooms which allow for the viewing of yourself 
and others depending on where you are in which 
room. The line becomes blurred between audience 
and performer and sometimes participants become 
both.

Media Art Net. “Media Art Net: Graham, Dan: Time Delay 
Room.” Medien Kunst Netz, Media Art Net, 15 Sept. 
2020, www.medienkunstnetz.de/works/time-delay-room/

images/7/?desc=full.

In Dan Graham’s, “Performer/Audience/Mirror”, 
he takes the position of performer while 
performing in a pedestrian type of role. He 
walks out onto the stage or performance area 
and begins observing himself and the audience 
in real time vocally. I think this analysis and 
observation of the self is part of what happens 
when someone has performance anxiety. Also with 
the mirror in the background, the audience also 
becomes the performer.

Dan Graham “Performer/Audience/Mirror” (1975)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RjiLZ_AOtOA
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Tato Architects, 
House in Takatsuki, 2018

Inspired by “Species of Spaces and Other Pieces,” and how 
Georges Perec explains that rooms don’t have to be carved out 
for specific programs, but rather looking at the relationship of 
adjacent spaces, which aren’t designated for a specific time of 
day, but rather more fluid movement through the day. “It’s not 
hard to imagine an apartment whose layout would depend, no longer 
on the activities of the day, but on functional relationships in 
between the rooms,” (Perec, 31).

The 16 different floor levels expresses my idea of programmatic 
hierarchy. It personifies the qualities of a stage, or audience 
and performer through high versus low.

Perec, Georges. Species of Spaces and Other Pieces: Georges Perec. 

W. Ross MacDonald School Resource Services Library, 2009.
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dinner party performance

stage theater

“fourth wall”

projector

projection

cameras



film one... projected embarrassmentfilm one... projected embarrassment



Film two... audience interpretationFilm two... audience interpretation



film three... dinner performancefilm three... dinner performance





Staged dinner party
Staged dinner party

SECTION A
SECTION B



Audience experiencing backstage
Audience experiencing backstage

Staged dinner party
Staged dinner party

A

B
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“We have back-stage 
and on-stage behaviors,” 

-Richard Schechner
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to observe or to observe or 
to participate?to participate?



still from film, The Phantom of Liberty



Furniture selectio
ns

Furniture selectio
ns

Vignette 01: 
Daunting Dinner Party

Vignette 02: 
Interrupting A Lazy Sunday

B

A



Vignette one...Vignette one...
Daunting dinner partyDaunting dinner party



the anticipation the anticipation 
of asking her of asking her 
to scoot overto scoot over



head of thehead of the
table or deer in table or deer in 
headlights?headlights?



checking out orchecking out or
people checking people checking 
you out?you out?



on the spot... on the spot... 
looking for looking for 
the exit?the exit?



Scene ch
ange

Scene ch
ange

SECTION A



stage fright encountersstage fright encounters



Vignette two...Vignette two...
Interrupting a lazy SundayInterrupting a lazy Sunday



Interrupting Interrupting 
the game to the game to 
check the pricecheck the price



Washing hands Washing hands 
in front of in front of 
EveryoneEveryone



all eyes on you all eyes on you 
leaving the leaving the 
storestore



Wishing you Wishing you 
could escape in could escape in 
the trussesthe trusses



SECTION B

Scene ch
ange

Scene ch
ange



Stage fright encountersStage fright encounters



stage fright instage fright in
The homeThe home



“In thinking about the 
scenic aspects of the 
front, we tend to think 
of the living room in a 
particular house and the 
small number of performers 
who can thoroughly identify 
themselves with it.” 

-Erving Goffman


